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THE QUESTION OF MARATHA 
RESERVATION

Maharashtra Assembly unanimously passed a bill on 29th

wadivarcha (lower strata) Maratha, who is with Shiv Sena,
Maharashtra Navnirman Sena (MNS), etc. [1]

A study by Deshpande and Ramachandran [2] found that
Marathas are closer to dominant than disadvantaged groups.
Marathas have a lower Per capita consumption expenditure

November proposing 16% reservation for Marathas under
Socially and Educationally Backward Category (SEBC). Earlier,
Chief Minister Fadnavis tabled the Action Taken Report (ATR) on
the State Backward Class Commission’s (SBCC)
recommendations for reservation to the Maratha community
(comprise about 30% of the state’s population) in government
jobs and education. With this, the reservation limit goes up
from the current 52% to 68%. “This is a compelling

Marathas have a lower Per capita consumption expenditure
(PCCE) than Maharashtra Brahmins, but are at the same level as
other forward castes and OBCs and have a significantly higher
PCCE than SCs/STs. Marathas are similar to Brahmins and other
forward castes, and are less similar to OBCs in terms of poverty
incidence, but they have a significantly lower poverty incidence
as compared to SCs/STs. They are more likely to own or
cultivate land than other social groups. Marathas have an
average of 6 58 years of education which is lower than that of

extraordinary situation demanding extraordinary solutions
within the constitutional framework,” the draft Bill says. It also
said the presence of Marathas in position of academic
excellence is “very marginal”, and “around 70% are residing in
kuchha homes, only 35.39% of them have personal tap water,
31.79% rely on traditional sources of firewood. While 2,152
Maratha farmers have committed suicide as against total
suicides numbered 13,368 between 2013‐18”.

average of 6.58 years of education, which is lower than that of
Brahmins by 2.18 years and is 1.22 years more than that of
SCs/STs, but is similar to other forward castes and OBCs.
Marathas’ access to government jobs is similar to that of
Brahmins’, higher than that of other forward castes and OBCs,
and not different from that of SCs/STs.

It is true that over the years, with mounting agrarian crisis,
mainly due to neo‐liberal policies of the government,
accentuated by the crop failures in Maharashtra in the previous

The struggle for reservation for the Marathas has been
going on for the past few years. On November 14, 2014, the
Bombay High Court stayed the Maratha reservation granted by
the Congress‐NCP government. It said the State had crossed the
50% limit given by the Supreme Court and that the Mandal
Commission (1980), the National Commission for Backward
Classes (2000) and the Bapat Commission (2008) had observed
that the Marathas were a socially advanced community. In

accentuated by the crop failures in Maharashtra in the previous
three seasons, Marathas experienced severe erosion of their
status. The Marathas begrudge this as their suppression of the
Dalits would no more remain unchallenged. Anderson et al.,
while writing in EPW, say, “Although the Maratha caste
comprises roughly 38% of the population in our sample, they fill
63% of the unreserved gram pradhan positions.” 12 out of 18
chief ministers of Maharashtra were Marathas. 32% of
Marathas own in excess of 75% of land But the declining

January 2015, the State government decided to submit
additional information to the court. Thereafter, the rape and
murder of a minor Maratha girl on July 13, 2016 fuelled the
community’s demands. Till 2017, over 58 massive silent
Maratha morchas were organised across the State. The
agitation, though, took a violent turn in July and August this
year. However, the placards and saffron flags they carry have no
less of a menacing message.

Marathas own in excess of 75% of land. But the declining
returns from agriculture, the desire to take advantage of the
post‐globalisation boom in the services and knowledge‐based
sector and apprehension at the perceived rise of the other
backward castes on the political ladder have led the community
to demand reservation.

It seems that the government wants people’s attention to
stay on issues like reservation and forget about real issues like
agrarian crisis farmers’ demands unemployment water

Historically, Marathas evolved from the farming caste of
Kunbis who took to military service in medieval times. The real
differentiation has come through the post‐independence
development process, creating classes within the caste. A tiny
but powerful section of elites that came to have control over
cooperatives of sugar, banks, educational institutions, factories
and politics, called gadhivarcha (topmost strata) Maratha, has
its own political outfit in NCP. The next section comprising

agrarian crisis, farmers’ demands, unemployment, water
shortage, etc. The government is giving Marathas reservation in
educational institutions while also is refusing to fill teacher
vacancies in schools and colleges. Nearly 75,000 seats for aided
college teachers are lying vacant in universities and colleges in
Maharashtra [3]. As per the University Grants Commission
(UGC) recommendation, Maharashtra needs 1.5 lakh regular
teachers but only 50% of the quota is full [3]. There is no
meaning to reservation if primary education is neglected and
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owners of land, distribution agencies, transporters, contracting
firms, and those controlling secondary cooperative societies, is
the wadyavarcha (well‐off strata) Maratha, who is with the
Congress and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The rest of the
population of Marathas comprising small farmers is the

meaning to reservation if primary education is neglected and
employment reduces every year. The Maratha reservation
should not immediately worry the government as such
mobilizations are geared more towards getting jobs through the
reservation route rather than raising the more fundamental
demand for creating more jobs.



YEMEN CRISIS

The political crisis in Yemen has led to the worst

humanitarian crisis in the world currently. An alarming 22.2
million people in Yemen need some kind of humanitarian or

literal interpretation of the slogan and claim that it is more
figurative than literal. They primarily belong to the Zaidi sect of
Shia Muslims, who are a minority in Yemen and claim
discrimination from previous regimes in Yemen [3][4][5]. The
US‐Saudi alliance has claimed that the Houthis are funded bymillion people in Yemen need some kind of humanitarian or

protection assistance, an estimated 17.8 million are food
insecure, 8.4 million people are severely food insecure and at
risk of starvation and 16.4 million lack access to adequate
healthcare [1]. With the US‐supported Saudi Arabia and its
allies’ blockade on key ports, there has been limited access to
fuel as a result of which the water and sanitation systems have
collapsed directly affecting 16 million Yemenis. The prices have
skyrocketed with severe scarcity of drinking water and

y
Iran, which is looked upon as an enemy.

The US has long been involved in the middle east directly
or indirectly for multiple reasons. It is important for the
corporate controlled US government to remove all obstacles
that might create problems in expansion of their markets. Add
to that the huge military‐industrial complex that runs to create
profits for those companies. War is a necessity for capitalism to
function especially when it is in crisis – which it is in every 8‐10skyrocketed with severe scarcity of drinking water and

sanitation leading to a break out of cholera and diarrhea
epidemic [2]. Access to food has been severely hit as Yemen
imports 90% of its food requirements. The worst hit has been
children and women belonging to families which were already
poor.

The Arab Spring swept Yemen in 2011‐12 leading to the
oust of the then President of Yemen Ali Abdullah Saleh who had
b i f h l 33 S f d

function, especially when it is in crisis which it is in every 8 10
years. Currently, the US has deployed troops in at least 14
countries in its supposed ‘War on Terror’.The US has provided
re‐fueling services to Saudi aircrafts, other logistic support and
intelligence support to the Saudi alliance in the Yemen war.
There are reports as well, indicating involvement of US troops in
Saudi Arabia aiding the offensive on the Houthi controlled
Yemeni population [6]. The support has helped the Saudi
coalition to bomb huge areas controlled by the Houthis, killingbeen in power for the last 33 years. State power was transferred

to Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi and his loyalists. The Houthis, who
had played a significant role in ousting Saleh, were eventually
unhappy with the proposed governance reforms. The Houthi
forces stormed into government offices and took control of the
capital city of Sanaa. In 2015, they announced the fall of the
Hadi government, dissolved the Parliament, installed an interim
Revolutionary Committee and declared themselves in control of
th t H di ith th h l f th S di t ll

coalition to bomb huge areas controlled by the Houthis, killing
thousands of civilians, mostly women and children. At least
6800 civilians have been killed and 10,700 injured in the war
apart from 85,000 children killed due to malnutrition because of
the Saudi‐US coalition forced blockade in Yemen, according to
the UN [7].

Saudi Arabia has remained the biggest customer of US
arms companies in the last 2 decades accounting for around
1/5th of all arms export of the US In the American fiscal yearthe government. Hadi, with the help of the Saudis, eventually

escaped to the port city of Aden, declared that he was the
legitimate president and announced that Aden was Yemen’s
temporary capital. Within a month Saudi Arabia, with logistical
and intelligence support from the US and its allies, started
attacking the Houthi controlled areas in Yemen. War erupted
between forces loyal to Hadi and the Houthi forces as well. The
US‐Saudi coalition put sea, air and land blockades on Houthi
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1/5th of all arms export of the US. In the American fiscal year
2017‐2018, the US has exported weapons worth $55.6 billion
globally. The US is the biggest arms exporter in the world
contributing to 1/3rd of all exports. In 2018 the US President
claimed to have signed deals worth $110 billion with Saudi
Arabia during his visit to the nation [8]. After the emergence of
various evidences indicating the involvement of Saudi Arabia in
the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, the US President
clearly stated that irrespective of these facts it was out ofcontrolled areas which has led to severe famine and epidemic in

those areas.
The Houthis are an anti‐imperialist group who use armed

and non‐armed means to achieve their end. The group had
accused Saleh of massive corruption and allying with the US at
the cost of the Yemeni people. The movement's expressed goals
include combating economic underdevelopment and political
marginalization in Yemen while seeking greater autonomy for

clearly stated that irrespective of these facts it was out of
question to rethink the arms deal with Saudi Arabia. The loyalty
of capitalism towards corporations at the cost of human lives is
quite clear and natural.

News of the humanitarian crisis has trickled out of Yemen,
though quite slowly. After more than 3 years of incessant
bombings on civilians by the US‐Saudi forces, popular sentiment
in the US is growing in favor of pullout of US support in the
Yemen war Brokered by the UN representatives of the Hadi
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Houthi‐majority regions of the country. They also claim to
support a more democratic non‐sectarian republic in
Yemen. The Houthis have made fighting corruption the
centerpiece of their political program. Their slogan is ‘God is
great, death to the US, death to Israel, curse the Jews, and
victory for Islam’. However, Houthi officials have rejected the

Yemen war. Brokered by the UN, representatives of the Hadi
government and that of the Houthis have engaged in talks on
various points including the removal of blockade of Hadeidah
port which would be key to ensure food, water, etc. to the
suffering millions.



THE RESEARCH SCHOLARS’ PROTEST
- Article contributed by a Research Scholar and 
activist from Kharagpur

Apart from peasants, wage laborers and unorganised

The scholars were promised for the settlement of matter
within December 2018, but still, the future is not prominent.
Precise demands are:

1. Hike fellowship by 80% for all research scholars (JRF,SRF,
PG students etc.) and it should be uniform hike and the fellowship
should be inflation adjusted regularly

workers, there are few citizens of this nation who remain
unnoticed and unappraised but whose efforts put India into
highlight everytime a new innovation is made ‐ the researchers
and scholars! It is interesting to note that India presently at its
current capacity invests around 0.7% of GDP in R&D through
different government channels, whereas a heavily capitalist
counter‐part like US spends 2.8% and China 2.1% of their GDP.
Yet, our scientific minds have never stopped their progress to

should be inflation‐adjusted regularly.
2. To ensure the timely disbursement of all fellowship from

all funding agencies.
3. To reintroduce all non‐NET and non‐GATE fellowships

without any kind of disparity and decrease in intake.
4. The revised fellowship should be effective from April 2018

and all students must receive arrears.
Initial days of the movement went well with a joyous note

with the enthusiastic scholars participating in twitter campaignwonder us with their discoveries, regular participation and great
performance in different international conferences and forums as
well as in terms of patent filing. The social dynamics of a research
scholar revolves around his/her institute lab or research
organisation (in more than half of the cases, this is government‐
run or sponsored) and fellow scholars; in this arena, the entire
issue of proper and regular disbursement of fellowship and
regular hike of fellowship and other allowances is solely looked
after by parent institutes and government directly To put the

with the enthusiastic scholars participating in twitter campaign
#hikefellowship and tweeting to concerned authorities such as
MHRD, DST, Finance Ministry etc. as well through getting
organised by Hike fellowship 2018 group in social media
(Facebook). This series of events such as sign campaign, and social
media protest led to the silent protest across campuses and finally
the media houses started noticing the demands. Mr. Ravish
Kumar from NDTV covered the entire issue and demands of the
scholars and the program aired on day after protest.after by parent institutes and government directly. To put the

facts as it is, the last revision in research stipend was made in
2014 after which the JRF scholars were getting Rs 25000 per
month and SRF scholars Rs 28000 per month which holds clearly
insufficient for students whose stipends are like salaries on which
many of their families depend, from which they pay their rising
fees. This last revision also took place back then after strong
demand from the community through a series of protests. Also,
many scholars (JRF, SRF, Non‐NET etc.) do not receive their

scholars and the program aired on day after protest.
Amidst all the momentum in the movement, a section of the

pan‐India campaigners and some representatives from the
movement who met DST officials earlier lobbied with right wing
student‐body ABVP and they met MHRD Minister Mr. Prakash
Javadekar through ABVP delegator Alok Pandey. There was an
attempt by the right‐wingers to “hijack” the mass movement and
events turned ugly when voices of dissent among the community
regarding political intervention of government to sideline themany scholars (JRF, SRF, Non NET etc.) do not receive their

stipends on time and have to wait for months. Such financial
instability forces students to rather catch up job at corporates
than going for research, eventually degrading its condition in the
country. Although, the government launched fellowship scheme
PMRF 2 years ago, in which the stipend amount was increased up
to 75‐80 thousand, the problem was still left unaddressed as it is
present for very small part of student community only and a
larger part is left out. Moreover, there exists lack of uniformity in
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issue, were suppressed by blocking the people from group and by
deleting several posts who questioned the true intention of the
campaigners. It was quite evident from the scenario that ABVP
planned to portray this massive group of 42000 research scholars
as their own research‐scholar wing namely “research scholar of
India”. With one of the dissenter raising voice and sharing the
letter of the group in ABVP’s letterhead which was submitted to
Ministry, Community became aware of the RSS‐ABVP‐Sangh
f l h f ll h d k d dpay scale or amount of fellowship for scholars on same position

depending on funding agency and project structure. The disparity
grows more specifically when the funding agencies offer very few
fellowships than the total number of scholars who are
contributing to research in a different manner. The termination of
several non‐NET and non‐GATE fellowships over the years during
the BJP government in centre made the situation worse. On the
backdrop of this, research scholars from various institutes all
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infiltration in the movement. But finally when Mr. Javadekar did
not even utter a single word regarding the hike of fellowship and
focused on clearing backlog of money sidelining the prior
demand, all hell broke loose and posts after posts appeared in the
group questioning the credibility of the campaigners. With
changing scenario, posts were allowed without moderation and
research scholars having different political affiliation started
commenting hard and in huge number. Finally, the movement is
back on track and is seemed to be saved from an untimely death
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across India have called for Nation‐wide protest across campuses
on December 21 demanding hike in their stipends and timely
disbursal of fellowships from MHRD, DST, DBT, CSIR, UGC and
other funding agencies. Many students pursuing their PhDs from
institutes like IISc, IISERs (Kolkata, Pune), IITs (Kharagpur, Kanpur,
Madras, Bombay, Varanasi) and various other colleges and
institutes joined this protest.

back on track and is seemed to be saved from an untimely death,
and we hope to achieve its end goals through united struggle of
all research scholars. There are words going on for approaching
several democratic, youth, student organizations across the
nation who are concerned about the issue and have shown
solidarity with the cause.



STUDENTS’ FRESH PROTEST AT TISS 
HYDERABAD AND A VICTORY OF THE 
PROTESTING GIRLS IN PU
In the last few years, we have witnessed massive student

protests in various educational institutes across the country

hands with the ongoing privatization and commercialization of
public funded educational institutes, to completely deprive the
working class from education sector. The exploiters are well‐
aware of the power of education. They even witnessed the recent
massive student uprisings across the country against their
pernicious motive of selling education like commodities. They
realized that these protesting students are the torch‐bearers of aprotests in various educational institutes across the country,

mainly against privatization of education, semester fee hike,
gender inequality, fund cuts, the violation of promise of
increasing research fellowship in every four years, forcible
saffronization of the campus, and other anti‐student policies
specific to the corresponding institutes. The students of Tata
Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), across their different campuses,
played a crucial role in these nationwide protests. For example,
earlier in this year, the students of TISS Mumbai, Hyderabad,

realized that these protesting students are the torch bearers of a
future society, free from exploitation, free from injustices. Thus,
by detaching the educational system from the working class, the
exploiters are trying their best to make it available only for the
upper stratum of the society, whose class interests are similar,
i.e., to exploit the poor by any means. In a situation like this, the
students, especially the young social scientists are not only
resisting the ongoing commodification of education, but also
exposing its real aim of transforming the students into merey , , y ,

Tuljapur, and Guwahati staunchly protested against the
administration’s circular that announced the withdrawal of aid to
students from marginalized communities, eligible for the
Government of India Post‐Matric Scholarship (GoI‐PMS) scheme.
Now, the TISS Hyderabad administration launched another fresh
attack on the students through its arbitrary announcement of
withdrawing the Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Social Sciences course to
make TISS Hyderabad a non‐residential campus. The students are

slaves of the private corporations. Thus, specific onslaughts are
being carried on social sciences by various means, which now
even extended to a complete withdrawal of BA in Social Sciences
course in TISS Hyderabad.

The exploiters have also identified that day by day women
have started to play a pivotal role in all struggles against any kind
of oppressions, and strengthened the resistance in a way which is
beyond their imagination, be it a national level resistance

l l i id d i l Th lprotesting against this decision since 10th December, 2018.
The most surprising fact is that the administration did not

discuss this decision with the students, in spite of the fact that
most of the students will be severely affected by such decision.
Even, no formal notification was provided by the administration.
The students came to know about the plans of withdrawing BA in
Social Science course and making the campus non‐residential
from the next year, through a newspaper advertisement on 31st
O t b Aft tti ti f t f th

struggle, or a struggle inside educational campuses. Thus, along
with their traditional policies, they are also using and indulging
the Manu‐vadi patriarchal agendas of the present brahminist
ruling party in educational institutes. Patriarchal diktats on
women students, sidelining and covering up the incidents of
sexual harassments of women students, moral policing inside
campuses etc. are some examples of that. However, despite their
pernicious attempts, they are constantly loosing grounds in front
of the ‘pinjda tod’ movements in various campuses For exampleOctober. After getting no satisfactory response from the

administration in this regard, the students decided to go for a fee
boycott. However, on 22nd November the students were
communicated that the decision will not be reversed. Thus, the
students started a protest from 10th December by boycotting
lectures. After a failed meeting between the student
representatives and Internal Management Committee (IMC) of
the Hyderabad campus on 14th December, the students decided
to carry on an indefinite hunger strike starting from 17th

of the pinjda tod movements in various campuses. For example,
the Punjab University (PU) administration has finally bowed down
its head in front of the protest against the hostel curfew timings
for girls and fines in case of violating the time restrictions. The
women hostellers started fresh protest since 29th October, 2018,
with their demand of keeping the gates of girls’ hostel remain
open for 24x7. After the 48 days long protest, the senate, at last,
ruled out the distinction in the hostel rules for boys and girls. The
heated discussion among the senate members clearly exposedto carry on an indefinite hunger strike, starting from 17th

December. First of all, it is a matter of gross cheating with the
students, as they were promised hostel facilities while taking
admission to the college. Especially, the female students will face
severe hardships due to such decision. Majority of female
students, even being eligible, will not be allowed by their families
in such situation. Even, some of the existing students may drop
out from their courses. Moreover, most of the students belongs
to marginalized communities and cannot afford a rent‐house
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the presence of Manu‐worshippers inside the governing body of
an educational institute such as PU. The situation is no different in
many other institutes, rather has become grave under the
constant attempt of saffronizing educational campuses in the
present BJP‐led regime. Thus, the victory of the women hostellers
of PU should be seen as an ideological victory over Manu‐vadi
patriarchal framework and as a significant achievement to end
gender discrimination in college campuses. Kanupriya, the newly
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outside the campus. Such attempts to create problems for the
students belonging to marginalized communities were also seen
several times in the past. Thus, the recent situation in TISS
Hyderabad is nothing but a part of the grand Manu‐vadi
patriarchal agenda of barring such students from getting proper
education. In a larger perspective, this Manu‐vadi agenda joined

elected and the first women president of Punjab University
Campus Students’ Council (PUCSC), who took firm stand against
the discrimination and had a pivotal role in this movement, aptly
pointed out that – “This would give a boost to the girls who now
will not hesitate to come forward and assert their rights.”



SEGREGATION OF MESS AT IITS
- Article contributed by Arjun, APSC, IIT Madras

India is a country with more than 80% of its population

vegetarian food is never treated as mainstream diet and is
served from different counters. IIT‐Roorkee students are
allowed to consume non‐veg dishes only behind a wall which
separate them with the rest. Segregation is the first principle ofIndia is a country with more than 80% of its population

eating meat. But, there is an aversion to meat food, especially in
elite spaces and institutions, because of the brahmanical culture
prevailing in these institutes. Last week, IIT Madras
administration separated the dining area of one of their North
Indian mess hall for vegetarians and non‐vegetarians which was
also followed by separate entrance, wash area and utensils for
them. Posters were put up at the mess entrance demarcating
f d d h h

separate them with the rest. Segregation is the first principle of
the caste system. Students of premiere institute of science and
technology believes that there is some element in non‐
vegetarian food which lingers in the plates even after thorough
cleansing using the most modern dish washer and manages to
contaminate their vegetarian “purity”.

Be it mess or canteen in IITs, vegetarian ones find a special
place. Despite Indian’s taste for chicken and meat, if
vegetarianism is the normal then it raises questions on thefor vegetarians and non‐vegetarians and thus ensuring that

inter‐dining doesn’t happen. These arrangements were made
after the ‘pure’ vegetarian students raised their discomfort in
dining with students who take non‐vegetarian food. The
segregations were latter removed following the protest from
students.

This discomfort to eat food with the colleague is nothing
but caste discrimination by other means. This is not a case

vegetarianism is the normal then it raises questions on the
socio‐cultural composition of these institutes and its hegemonic
character. In 2014, when Smriti Irani was the HRD minister, all
IITs were served with an instruction for ‘pure’ veg mess in IITs
following a complaint from an RSS worker S K Jain who worried
that “children who eat non‐ vegetarian food have saddened
their parents by their 'tamasic' behaviour. They are deviating
from the Indian value system because food has direct
correlation with their thoughts " The value system Mr Jain is

peculiar to mess in IIT Madras but a pan‐IIT effect. Vegetarian
and non‐vegetarian students are not allowed to dine together in
IIT Kharagpur, IIT‐BHU, IIT‐Kanpur. Separate plates are
earmarked for vegetarian and non‐vegetarian students. Non‐

correlation with their thoughts. The value system Mr. Jain is
referring to is nothing else but caste which is essentially based
on the notion of purity and pollution. But they either wear the
mask of religious sentiments or even the “minority” right.

STATE REPRESSION ON ACTIVISTS

B
also organising working women for their rights. After four days,
police have cooked the story that they have been caught in a
f f Vi kh d d I h FIR hBhavani, Anusha and Annapoorna are three political

activists from Telengana who were kidnapped on 23rd
December from their home by Telengana police. About 15
policemen came in nonuniformed without any proper search
warrant to their home and a scuffle took place between the
parents and the police. The arrested were very active in fighting
the fascist regime and state oppression on women. They were

forest area of Visakhapatnam and were armed. In the FIR, they
have joined the names of four other women activists from
Chaitanya Mahila Sangam (CMS). Whip of the draconian law
UAPA is leashed on them. CMS demanded their immediate and
unconditional release and ask all the progressive and
democratic organisations of the country to protest this henious
and fascist act of the state.
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